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On February 1, 2010, I assumed responsibility for the daily management of the MPD
chemical testing program as a contract employee whose position is funded by a NHTSA
grant. I immediately discovered that the department's breath testing program still had yet
to comply with the control analysis protocol generally accepted as standard in the breath
alcohol testing community. Absent such a protocol, an instrument user has no way of
knowing whether the instrument is operating properly at the time of an evidential test.
The control analysis (or accuracy check) is commonly known as a simulator test. The
absence of this protocol had been known to me for at least ten years, and warnings from
me during my time as supervisor of the USPP traffic unit as well as from various other
sources had gone unheeded by MPD. The failure to perform proper accuracy checks in
the field was the genesis of the problem which began to reveal itself on February 2 and
which was confirmed on February 4.

The accuracy of breath testing instruments may be confirmed by employing either of two
basic standards - wet-bath simulators and dry gas, both of which are external to the
testing device. The MPD used wet-bath simulators with its Intoxilyzer equipment to
provide a control analysis against which the performance of the agency's breath testing
instruments was purportedly measured. If control analyses were not used in conjunction
with the collection of breath samples from DWI suspects, there would be no way of
knowing whether the subject test results were reliable. In other words, although the



To ensure compliance with control sample protocols, many agencies use instruments
which automatically shut down in field use when simulator test boundaries are crossed.
When I was a supervisor of the USPP traffic unit, I programmed its instruments with such
an automatic shut-off.

actual level of alcohol in a person's breath cannot be determined independently of the test
result, the analysis of a control specimen is a way of demonstrating that an instrument is
functioning properly at the time because the value of the control (standard) is known. If
the check of that standard produces a result which falls within a certain range of the
standard's reference value, the user of the device can be certain, first, that instrument is
working properly, and second, that the actual breath test result is a reliable indicator of
the person's actual alcohol level. Should the control analysis (simulator test) produce a
result outside that expected range of values, then the breath test result cannot be
considered valid because the instrument may be malfunctioning.

A simulator solution, for example, with a reference value of .100 g/21 OL should provide
a result in any breath testing instrument which falls between .095 and .105. The range is
the maximum permissible by federal standards. In field use, however, the result for this
reference value is allowed to fall as low as .090 to account for gradual depletion of the
solution over time and for conditions in the field which are always more variable than
conditions in the laboratory. MPD had been using a reference standard of .100 g/21 OL in
its program; many other agencies, however, use standards with different values.

Whenever a control analysis fails, generally accepted testing protocols require the user to
void the test and discontinue use of the instrument until the reason for the failure is
established and corrected. Most often, the failure is caused by the depletion of or a
problem with the standard; at other times, by the malfunctioning of the instrument or the
simulator device. In any case, parameters are essential because they establish boundaries
between a properly functioning instrument (i.e., an accurate one) and one that is
functioning improperly (an inaccurate one). It might be useful to think of these
boundaries as the concentric circles on a firing range target. They tell the shooter
whether his shots are accurate or not, and without them, it would be very difficult to
distinguish between accurate and inaccurate fire. However, for over a decade, the MPD
breath testing program has had no parameters for simulator test results, and in
consequence, the simulator test in the field became meaningless, a pro forma exercise
that served no real forensic purpose whatsoever. In fact, the simulator test had become a
rather weak consistency (i.e, repeatability or precision) check, and the results could not
provide the user with any useful information about the reliability of either the instrument
or the measurements it made. The most recent version ofMPD's Breath Test Operator's
Manual even instructed the user to ignore simulator test results which did not agree with
one another by stating that a "low reading the simulator solution does not mean the
Intoxilyzer 5000 is not operating accurately." The instrument was "still OK [sic] to use."
It may well be in such a case that that the instrument was not operating inaccurately, but
there also would be no way to know whether it was operating accurately.



For some reason, the MPD technician responsible for instrument maintenance began
nearly two years ago to enter during the calibration routine values for the solutions used
as standards that were approximately higher by a factor of 1.21 than the expected breath
alcohol results for these solutions. (The numbers were, in fact, the gas chromatograph
values of the solutions.) He also instructed the civilian technicians under his tutelage to
incorporate this change into their own work. He did not explain the reason for this
decision but insisted that his instructions be followed. The effect of the decision was that
each breath test conducted on an instrument calibrated with this erroneous data would
over-report the actual breath alcohol values by 20-40%. Had accuracy (simulator) tests
been conducted immediately after each miscalibration, the error would have been
instantly revealed. (Of course, had the technician been conducting the requisite accuracy
checks before the miscalibrations occurred, there would have been no need to change the

On February 2, I discovered that the calibration routines for the Intoxilyzer 5000
instruments laid out by the manufacturer were not being followed and had not been
followed for some time. The calibration of this device is nothing more than informing
the instrument's program what value to assign to its measurements. (More precisely put,
the calibration of an instrument involves the correlation of its measurements against one
or more standards in order to determine its accuracy.) Simulator solutions of known
strengths were used for this purpose. In the Intoxilyzer 5000, their expected breath
alcohol concentration values are entered via keyboard as the start of the routine, and the
system will eventually determine, in accordance with pre-programmed mathematical
algorithms, whether the calibration was internally consistent. Acceptable calibration
values, however, merely indicate that the correlation of the measurements was consistent
with the values assigned to the measurements by the technician. The [mal step in the
process requires that other alcohol reference solutions be employed to demonstrate that
the instrument can make accurate measurements. If those tests produced accurate results,
then the calibration would be successful. From my inspection of the instrument files at
the IDSU. there are no records to show that the Intoxilvzer 5000 instruments ofthe 68
series in service with MPD have ever been checked for accuracy even though an accuracy
test is the only legal requirement a breath testing instrument must meet in the District of
Columbia. The instrument technician with whom I work has informed me that checks of
instrument calibrations were not part of the unit's maintenance protocols.

It might be helpful at this point to define what the term accuracy means. Accuracy refers
to the difference or the degree of difference between the test results and the thing being
measured. The difference between the two values reflects the amount of predictable error
or uncertainty in the measurement system. Reference standards are used for this purpose.
In breath alcohol analysis instruments, the maximum amount of systematic error allowed
in all evidential breath alcohol analysis devices by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration is .005 or 5%, whichever is higher. Systematic error equals the difference
between the mean of several measurements of a stand and the reference value of the
standard divided by the value of the standard. If the result were multiplied by 100, the
error could be expressed as a percentage. For example, if the mean of five tests of an
alcohol reference solution with a value of .100 g/210L were .098 gl210L, the systematic
error would be -.002 g/21 OL or -2%.



There also have been suggestions that erroneous, improper, or misunderstood information
about calibration data entry from a manufacturer's technician was responsible for the
miscalibrations. Even if that were true, the information would have been found to be
wrong as soon as the accuracy tests required both by accepted forensic procedure and by
D.C. law had been conducted. They were not. It was the abandonment of accuracy
testing by the program long before the instruments were improperly calibrated that
produced the immediate problem now confronting the MPD and the OAG. It was
aggravated by the absence of any oversight of the program by the police department.
This failure by the MPD to manage, oversee, and guide the breath testing program and to
supervise the technicians actually performing the work is ultimately responsible for the
current situation.

. . •

values in the calibration routine because the results would have demonstrated that the
instruments were operating accurately - as long as the solutions were of the proper
strength and proper calibration protocols were being followed.) The final safeguard
against a technician's mistake, a meaningful simulator test protocol in the field, was
discontinued years earlier, and the calibration errors, as a result, went undetected until
February 4 of this year.

Sound forensic practice demands that measuring devices be checked for accuracy at
regular intervals. The D.C. DWI statute (§SO-220S.03) has codified this procedure by
requiring that an instrument used for evidential breath alcohol testing be checked and
found to be accurate within the three months preceding a breath test. These accuracy
tests may be done independently of an instrument calibration but must be done after any
instrument calibration. It was the custom of the MPD technicians to re-calibrate the
department's instruments every three months and after each repair, then characterize the
calibrations, when they were internally consistent, as successful demonstrations of the
instruments' accuracy. They assumed incorrectly that a calibration routine was an
accuracy test. My own experience as an instrument technician, however, found that on
occasion even properly calibrated instruments failed to produce acceptably accurate
measurements. When I actually performed a series of accuracy tests after finding
discrepancies in the paper trail left by each instrument, the internally consistent but
erroneous calibrations of various MPD units promptly came to light. It 'should be
obvious, then, that the calibration of a breath alcohol analyzer cannot provide assurance
by itself that the device is operating accurately. The calibration has to be verified by
accuracy tests, and these legally mandated tests of MPD Intoxilyzer 5000 units of the 68
series apparently have never been done.

I would conclude by commenting briefly on two separate claims about the instrument
miscalibrations now circulating. I have heard from various sources that new filter wheel
motors in the affected units required a change in the calibration data entry routine. That is
not true. There have been problems in the past with erratically spinning, overheating, and
noisy motors, but the motors have nothing to do with the calibration routine. The
instrument manufacturer did not change the calibration data entry values when new
motors were made available. The part simply improved the stability of the analytical
system.


